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Abstract manipulation area, limited only by the size of the device.
However, DEP needs microfabricated electrodes with

Optoelectronic tweezers (OET) is a new optical manipulation hardwired electrical connection for particle manipulation,
technique to trap individual particles with sizes ranging from limiting the flexibility ofthis technology.
tens of nanometers to hundreds of micrometers [1]. Using
optically-controlled dielectrophoretic force, OET enables
complex, dynamic manipulation functions using light
intensities up to 100,000 times lower than that of conventional
laser tweezers. This paper will review the principle of the OET,
and highlight recent advances in manipulating semiconductor Projected
nanowires and biological cells in culture media. i)

Introduction

The ability to trap and move objects at the micro/nanoscale in Glatt SWStat
a non-contact manner is highly sought after in many fields of
science and engineering, including colloidal science and cell

LgtEitn id

and molecular biology. Many trapping mechanisms have been Lt EmitingDiode
studied over the years, including optical tweezers,
electrophoresis, dielectrophoresis (DEP), magnetic tweezers, 1
acoustic and hydrodynamic forces. Among them, the optical
tweezers [2] and the DEP [3] are most widely used to
manipulate non-charged particles. Both use the interaction DMD Microdisplay
between a dipole and a non-uniform electromagnetic field, the Figure 1. Schematic of the optoelectronic tweezers (OET) setup [1]. Light
former at optical frequency while the latter at ac frequencies patterns generated by a digital-micromirror-device (DMD) are imaged onto
between kHz and MHz. In optical tweezers, the non-uniform the OET device through an objective, turning the photoconductive surface into
field is created by an objective lens with high numerical a programmable virtual electrode for dielectrophoresis (DEP).
aperture. In DEP, it is generated by hardwired microelectrodes

W

patterned on a substrate. Both forces are proportional to the W eshaveplexiosedtane optical manipulati the that
gradient of the intensity (square of the field). The force combines the flexibility of optical tweezers with the power of
usually positive (attractive) in optical tweezers but it can se E ihu hirdabcs hs ehiu,cle
either positive (attractive) or negative (repulsive) for DEP optoelectronic tweezers (OET), is shown schematically in
depending on the relative polarizability ofthe object and the Figure 1 [1]. Instead of hardwired electrodes, OET uses a
media. Simultaneous trapping of multiple objects are made projected light pattern on a photoconductive surface tomedia.Simultaneous.trappingo ltwees and generate "virtual electrodes". Together with an ac voltage biaspossible by holographic optical twees[4] aamatrix ggg
electroe ay withiinat decoers [5]an matrix

across the sample chamber, the DEP forces are initiated
optically. Thanks to the photoconductive gain, the optical

The optical tweezers have revolutionized our understanding of power requirement is reduced by about 100,000 times
molecular motors [6] and had a major impact in colloidal compared with optical tweezers. This enables the formation of

science [4]. However, they also have some drawbacks. The large trap arrays. It also permits the use of low-cost light
high optical power requirement (' 1 mW/trap), especially in source such as lamps or light-emitting diodes (LED) as optical
the visible wavelength, can result in optical an/o thermal coherence is not required. Indeed we have demonstrated anthe visible wavelength, can result in optical ana/or thermal . 1. .1 11 I nv a a a Ith 15,000 pi t o
damage to live biological specimens [7]. Nanoparticles are 1dvdal drsal ra sh1,0 atcetasoe
often destroyed thermally before they can be trapped stably. an area of 1.3 mm using a single LED source and a digital
DEP can trap particles with sizes ranging from approximately micromirror device (DMD) spatial light modulator [1]. The

1mmdown to 14 nm [8]~.Unik opia.tezr trapped particles include polystyrene beads [9], E. coli bacteria
dilcrpoei is caal of a lag efeciv article [10], and red and white blood cells [1]. Using dynamic optical

patterns, QET can also be used to separate particles or cells by
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sizes or other visual attributes [11-14]. Since its introduction in and 45-gm beads. Once trapped, the beads can be transported
2003 [9], several other research groups have reported related by moving the light cage, at velocities up to 40 gm/sec. Since
works on OET [15-21]. DMD can generate any arbitrary pattern in real time, we can

program it to perform a wide variety of functions. For example,
Recently, we have extended the capabilities of OET to Figure 4 shows the operation of an "optical sorter". A scanning
trapping of semiconducting and metallic nanowires [22] and optical comb pattern separates 20-gm particles from 45-tm
biological cells in highly conductive physiological buffer particles.
solutions [23]. This paper will provide an overview of the
principle and design trade-offs of OET, and highlight the
recent advances in trapping nanowires and biological cells.

Device Structure and Setup

The schematic of the OET device is shown in Figure 2(a). It
consists of a bottom photosensitive electrode and a top so
transparent indium-tin-oxide (ITO) electrode. The liquid | PM
containing the particles is sandwiched between these two (a) b
electrodes. Our initial experiments used a 1-gm-thick Figure 3. (a) 4x5 array of individually addressable OET trap array for 45-,um
amorphous Si as the photosensitive electrode. An ac voltage beads. (b) Trap array for a mixture of 20 and 40um beads.
bias is applied across the electrodes. Light patterns generate
virtual electrodes on the photoconductive surface and interact
with particles through DEP, as illustrated in Figure 2(b). A
typical setup for optoelectronic trapping is shown in Figure 1.
The DMD turns the featureless QET device into a ......i
million-pixel optical manipulator. The optical power density
on OET is typically around 0.1 to 10 W/cm2.

~~~~~~~~ ~~~Iiq.uiiii....... iii. .iiiiiiiiW.Projected light Liquid buffer
wI particles

t= O
20nm
Si3N4 Figure 4. Scanning optical comb pattern for separating 20 and 45gum beads.
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\1 On_=10nm Al Trapping of Single Semiconductor Nanowires
(a)

The force exerted by optical tweezers is proportional to the
Tlantaend volume of the particle. It reduces rapidly as particle size

shrinks towards nanoscale. At the same time, the Brownian
motion of the particle is stronger for smaller particles.
Therefore, it requires a larger force to create a stable trap, and
an even higher optical power to produce such traps. Trapping
of semiconductor nanowires have been demonstrated using
both holographic optical tweezers [24] and single-trap optical

...................tweezers [25]. However, it requires a very high optical power
density (_ 1 07 W/cm2). It was noted that such high optical
power could induce rapid heating and result in vaporization of
the nanowire for wavelength shorter than that of the nanowire

(b) Optical pattern bandgap [24]. This is mitigated by spreading the traps along
the nanowire using holographic optical tweezers, at the

Figure 2. Schematics illustrating (a) the structure and (b) the principle of expense ofmore complicated operation.
optoelectronic tweezers (OET).

OET (and DEP) relies on electrical gradient force. Like optical
Optoelectronic Trap Array tweezers, it is also proportional to the volume of the particle.

Fortunately, the real part of the Clausius-Mossotti (CM) factor
Polystyrene beads experience negative QET force at 100 kH{z that describes the relative polarizability of semiconductor
bias. They can be confined by "light cages". Figure 3(a) shows nanowires is 100 to 1000 times larger than that of spherical
a 4x5 array of individually addressable traps for 45-g1m beads. nanoparticles with the same diameter, thanks the high aspect
The size of the cage can be tailored according to the particle ratio of the nanowires. Therefore, the force exerted on
size, as illustrated in Figure 3(b) for trapping a mixture of 20-
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nanowires by OET is significantly larger than that by optical nanowire (100 nm diameter) versus the bias voltage. A
tweezers. maximum speed of 135 gm/sec is obtained at a voltage bias of

20 Vpp.

E16rA6d6 iManipulation of Biological Cells in Physiological Media

Liquid Si NW Ih |l The OET manipulation of red and white blood cells and HeLa
cells have been previously demonstrated [26], as well as the

( vv)ith NWs selective concentration of live human B cells from dead cells
[1]. However, the amorphous-Si-based OET has been limited
to operate only in low-conductivity solutions (less than 0.1

Bottom ITO Electrode S/mi). Typical culture media has a conductivity of 1.5 S/in.
Figure 5. Schematic illustrating OET trapping of nanowires. When the ac Thus, to manipulate cells in a conventional OET device, the
voltage bias is applied, the nanowires are aligned vertically and trapped at the salts that are usually present in cell culture media are replaced
highest intensity spot. by osmotically-equivalent amounts of non-electrolytes to

maintain the osmotic pressure on the cell membranes. These
low-conductivity media are non-physiological, and eventually
reduce cell viability [27]. The usage of non-physiological
media also limits many biological applications, such as cell
culturing and electroporation.

We have proposed a single crystalline Si phototransistor-based
OET (Ph-OET) that enables the manipulation of cells in

~~~~~~~~~highly-conductive physiological buffers and cell culture media
[23]. The schematic structure of Ph-OET is shown in Figure 8.
With 100 times higher photoconductivity, we were able to trap
HeLa and Jurkat cells with optical power density as low as 1
W/cm2. A transport velocity of 35 gm/sec is achieved at 10
W/cm2 (Figure 9).

_ _ i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~tr

Figure 6. Snap shots of video clips illustrating OET trapping and assembly of
a 3x2 array of Si nanowires with 100 nm diameter.
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0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Figure8. Schematic of phototransistor-QET for manipulating biological cells
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Figure 7. Maximum transport speed of trapped Si nanowires versus bias 5 Jur}kat Cells
voltage. E

30 -- HeLa Cells
We have successfully trapped individual semiconductor as 725u

0well as metallic nanowires with diameters of 100 nm and 20
length of several microns [22]. Doped semiconductor 15
nanowires as well as metallic nanowires experience positive 10 9MHz
OET force. We have successfully trapped and transported 2OVpp
single nanowires using a 100-tW HeNe laser source. It is
interesting to note that even with an optical beam diameter of 0
10 gin, we are able to separate nanowires spaced by less than 1 2 4 6 8 10
gm by moving the light spot. Figure 6 shows the assembly of a Optical Power Density (WIcm2)
3x2 array of nanowires using a line-shaped light pattern in Figure 9. The maximum transport speed of trapped cells versus the optical
QET. Figure 7 shows the maximum transport speed of Si power density illuminated on the phototransistor-QET. A maximum speed of

35,um/sec is achieved at a very low power density of 10 W/cm2.
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